TAXX SAVAGE
TAX PREPARATION SOFTWARE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
LET US HELP YOU HELP YOURSELF

ABOUT US
Taxx Savage was founded to empower, inspire, and
encourage people from all backgrounds to attain the life
they've always wanted. We provide the tools and the
knowledge, they provide the gumption to make it
happen.
How do we do it? By providing outstanding, cloud-based,
professional tax preparation software for a cost anyone
can afford. We include free training on how to do taxes
professionally, free software training, free customer
support, and marketing tools to set up a thriving, multigenerational tax preparation businesses even for people
with very little education.

SERVICES & PACKAGES
We offer a track for bare bones beginners and we offer a track
for seasoned professionals as well as those who fall between
the two. Many of our clients start at the first level and work their
way up to a service bureau over time where they have multiple
offices working under them and make huge returns.
The best part is that everyone has access to the app for free!

TAXX BEGINNER #1

$399 - we often have coupons and specials so ask us!
PTIN required - you can sign up for this with the IRS online
You can work under our EFIN and we provide all audits to
make you feel safe and secure while you learn the ropes
Access all the tools that the big companies offer like refund
anticipation loans and audit protection

TAXX PRO #2
$599 - we also have specials for this and you can qualify for
free software, ask us how
EFIN required
Lower fees

TAXX SERVICE BUREAU #3
Pricing available on request based on volume
EFIN required
Lower fees, app branded with your logo for free, more logins
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SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

TESTIMONIALS
"I love this software. My first time using it I was scared because I
was actually starting my own tax business and I just knew I
would screw up. But the individuals behind this software were
heaven sent. They walked me through it with ease and made
sure I had a clear understanding. You are missing out if you
don't choose this product."

Takeyia Clay, Taxx Savage Client
"I have tried other products but this one is certainly the best. It
brings efficiency to a new level of simplicity. It's compatible
with my other businesses, too."

Jeremiah Jones, Taxx Savage Client
"A wealth of knowledge! I'll definitely choose Taxx Savage
again next year and I highly recommend them."

Jodi Black, Taxx Savage Client
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